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Keith has asked me to share our response to the crisis, or in our case dual crises, 

coronavirus and causally related oil price collapse. 

The first comment that comes to mind is that the governments in our region have 

been generally professional, science-based, decisive and effective in responding to 

the crisis, complete with government-sponsored free mass testing, curfews, 

shutdowns, health and safety initiative for workcamps and the like, much more on the 

U.S./European than third world models. 

One criticism is that we may have been somewhat aggressive in opening up before 

flattening the contagion curve, arguably aggravating a surge of new cases born of 

insufficient social distancing and other precautions. 

Return to Work Plan 

While all public and private entities are now more or less free to operate normally 

from offices subject to social distancing, masking, and other precautions, since 

returning to the office a few weeks back we’ve had five positive cases among 30 

staff, prompting us to voluntarily reclose. 



We’re now in the early stages of another 14-day remote work cycle, asking everyone 

to get tested, as I was yesterday at a mass testing center; a capable medical 

technician inserted a long flat strip into the back of my throat to take a sample, and 

I’m expecting results in three days (FN: my test came back negative on Thursday, 

July 2). 

We conduct twice daily Zoom videoconferences at 9 and 4. 

Our corporate and litigation teams also meet twice weekly via Zoom. 

Having been once bitten we’re now erring on the side of caution, as the team has 

taken an active role in shaping our anti-contagion policy by consensus. 

Top things you’ve learned about your firm/your team/your clients during the 

pandemic 

Our business comes primarily from referrals from major law firms based in Dubai 

Abu Dhabi, the U.S. and Europe, which continues much as before. 

While many have praised the virtues of working from home and foresee more of the 

same post- crisis, given our unique culture working from home works less well here 

than elsewhere.  

Here the coin of the realm is trust, favoring relationships over transactions, and 

prospering best face-to-face.  

Given the centrality of face-to-face interaction and its current absence, productivity 

has been moderately impaired. 

The crisis in the U.S. has coincided with issues of racial justice, and I’ve always tried 

to approach such issues from a comparative perspective.   



Our own legal team of 15 represents eight countries in the Middle East, Africa, South 

and Central Asia, China, and South America.  

Diversity is our strength, and a key asset in advising our diverse clients. American 

society could learn much from diversity as it exists in our region, that generally works 

harmoniously and effectively, with little of the acrimony seen currently in U.S. cities. 

Have your priorities changed as a firm and if so, in which areas? 

The close proximity of widespread sickness and death has a way of reorienting 

priorities, and focusing on what’s important.  In balancing business with health 

concerns, our team has risen to the occasion in finding new ways of serving clients 

under restricted circumstances. 

I have been impressed by the ways in which our team has rallied around the 

afflicted; they’ve created a WhatsApp page, applauding each other’s successes and 

commiserating over setbacks.  We’ve been bonding in new and positive ways, that 

bode well to survive the crisis. 

The crisis reminds us of our common humanity and essential equality; I find myself 

serving those within our own team who have been serving me, as the rain falls 

without fear or favor. 

What are your key client concerns currently? 

Our construction and infrastructure clients continue to face high contagion in 

workcamps, never designed for social distancing; major infrastructure projects, 

including the metro and King Abdullah Financial District, have ground to a halt.   

The government has moved many workers to schools and other facilities better 

designed to apply social distancing and other anti-viral precautions, though the 

contagion curve remains high. 



Managing, negotiating redundancies, and repatriating inactive labor force remains a 

widespread challenge. 

As many face insolvency, particularly in retail, entertainment, travel, and hospitality, 

these crises spill over to failing companies’ suppliers and clients. 

We’ve been distributing a weekly newsletter to 600+ client contacts, prompting 

widespread feedback.  A common theme is that the emotional toll of social isolation; 

as one client complained, 

“I’m starving for human contact.  I’m like the dog left at the animal shelter…I think we 

all are.” 

The discussions that our newsletter has prompted have been rewarding for all 

concerned, and underline the importance of personal engagement and the limits of 

electronic communications. 

What opportunities are you seeing? 

First, Saudi Arabia faces not one but at least two major crises, not only in health, but 

also in oil, for which global demand has fallen 20%. 

We try to convey optimism to our clients, reflecting my own long-term conviction that  

• however challenging the times, opportunities abound for the well-

prepared and curious; and   

• that in times of crisis, unserved needs will appear to the prepared.  

The aphorism that comes most immediately to mind here is from Louis Pasteur, who 

said that “luck favors the prepared mind.” 



The crisis has accelerated economic and social reforms in Vision 2030, which seeks 

to diversify, deregulate and privatize an oil-driven rent-seeking economy, while 

modernizing society. 

Saudi Vision 2030, announced in 2017, seeks to privatize, deregulate and open the 

economy to foreign investment and trade.   

We have seen a steady improvement in business climate for foreign investors, a 

trend that continues despite the crisis as foreign companies continue to arrive. 

The crisis coincided with major social advances, including cinemas, gender 

desegregation, and curtailing of religious police.  Major new economic sectors are 

opening up, from sports to entertainment to all types of tourism, which being new 

things in the local context will all depend heavily on foreign investment. 

Many imponderables remain: when will we find a vaccine, how will the crisis resolve, 

will old habits return, have things changed permanently? 

Regional Trends. 

The crisis arrives at a time of profound and arguably positive shifts, and may well 

accelerate underlying trends, of which I will briefly mention three, involving public 

aspirations, oil markets, and free trade vs. protectionism. 

Black Wave vs. Arab Spring. 

Regional trends similarly look away from the sectarian and confrontational spirit of 

1979 to a more progressive spirit of 2011 emphasizing economic opportunity, social 

modernization and geopolitical peace and prosperity, for example in Sudan and 

Algeria. 

Inspired by Dubai, the Kingdom seeks to serve as a regional hub in logistics, regional 

headquarters and private sector dynamism.   



They also improve the Western expatriate’s sense of familiarity and ease of life, arts 

which Dubai has long since mastered. By taking notes from Emirati successes, the 

Kingdom seeks to assert what it sees as its rightful place as regional hub for 

business based on demographic size, economic importance and central location.   

Oil: Cartel vs. Free Market. 

OPEC+ cutbacks having limited Saudi market share, the Kingdom could choose to 

abandon its role as the global oil market’s central bank, to focus as in the 1980s on 

market share and profits. While marginalizing OPEC, this approach could help the 

Kingdom transition to its new economy by maximizing oil revenues, based on its 

abundant, available, and cheap oil. 

The Kingdom could come out a big winner in oil, expanding market share and 

maximizing revenues while diversifying, modernizing and globalizing its economy; 

the choice will not be easy, and anyone who gambles too heavily on outcomes 

assumes big risks. 

Trade: Free Market vs. Protectionism. 

In joining the WTO in 2006, the Kingdom embraced free trade, national treatment 

and a privatized and deregulated economy; unlike China, it is sensitive to charges of 

protectionism and has not generally required forced local partnerships and 

compulsory technology transfers.  

It had good reason to do so, given its heavy dependence on access to foreign 

markets for oil and petrochemical exports, on imports of food and other critical items, 

and generally an unusually high ratio of foreign trade to GNP. 

Vision 2030 and Invest Saudi policies take WTO principles a step further, pivoting 

from rent-seeking to free market privatization, deregulation, entrepreneurship, and 

diversification. 
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COVID-19 

• Status: Saudi Arabia reports as of July 6 

o 4,207 new cases daily, led by Qatif, Riyadh, and Dammam.  

o 213,716 cumulative cases, 62,114 active (population 34 million);  

o 149,634 recoveries;   

o 1,968 deaths;   

o 1,921,571 tests.  

• Health Measures: The Ministry of Health has overseen the addition of 2,200 

new ICU beds in the past three months. Authorities continue to carry out 

health inspections on businesses, shutting down violators.  

• Ministry of Health Guidelines: The Ministry of Health has issued health 

guidelines to visitors to avoid the spread of coronavirus.   

  

COVID-19 Restrictions and Enforcement 

• Preventative Protocols: The Ministry of Interior has announced the 

extension of various preventative protocols covering a variety of 

business types (listed here). Curfews will be reimposed selectively if localized 

outbreaks occur, and regular international flights remain suspended.  

• Social Events: Social events, including weddings, are allowed for up to 50 

guests provided attendees adhere to health measures such as wearing 

face masks.    

 

Government Aid 
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• Relief Measure Extensions: A number of coronavirus mitigation initiatives 

for the private sector have been extended for another month. These include 

covering 60% of salaries of Saudi employees through Saned, halting fines for 

recruiting foreign workers, delaying customs fees, and speeding up VAT 

refund requests.   

• Cumulative aid: Saudi Arabia’s international covid aid has reached $500 

million while domestic aid has surpassed $57 billion.    

 

Corporate / Employment 

• Summary: For earlier reports, see here.  

• VAT Implemented: The VAT increase was implemented on July 1, with the 

tax rising from 5% to 15% (guidelines here). The General Authority for Zakat 

and Income (GAZT) announced that the Saudi government will bear VAT 

expenses on three services: private education, citizens purchasing a first 

house (provided the cost does not exceed SR850,000), and healthcare at 

private health centers.    

 

Visas, Travel, and Repatriation 

• Summary: For earlier developments, see here.  

• Re-entry: The General Directorate on Passports (Jawazat) announced June 

23 that holders of exit-re-entry visas who leave the Kingdom may not return 

pending formal approval. To avoid finding yourselves stranded overseas, 

consider postponing foreign travel.   

• Exit Re-entry Visa Extensions: The Ministry of Interior announced several 

measures related to expatriate visas. Exit re-entry visa and Iqama holders will 

have their final exit visas extended free of charge, and expired Iqamas and 
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unused exit re-entry visas of residents outside the Kingdom will 

be extended for three months.  

• US Diplomat Departures: Dozens of US diplomats are leaving the Kingdom 

following an outbreak at the embassy. 3,000 American citizens have left the 

Kingdom on repatriation flights in recent months.  

• Muqueem: The Jawazat has launched a “Muqeem Report Request” service 

through its Muqeem portal. Employers will be able to compile electronic reports 

on their employees for submission to government agencies. The report 

is certified and does not require a stamp from the Jawazat Department.   

  

Legal 

• Liquidations: The Ministry of Justice and the Entrustment and Liquidation 

Center (Infath) agreed that the Infath will handle judicial liquidations. This 

opens the door for qualified private companies to competitively participate in 

liquidation activities.     

 

Economy  

• Status: Reopening measures have seen some economic benefits as the non-

oil GDP rose 1.6% in Q1 2020, despite the overall economy contracting 1%. 

The Kingdom’s net foreign assets rose .2% in May to $445 billion, reversing 

three months of declines. The oil sector, whose revenues accounted for 60% 

of the planned budget for 2020, declined 4.6%. The IMF predicts that Saudi 

Arabia’s economy will contract 6.8% this year, up from its April prediction of 

2.3%, while the wider GCC will see average contractions of 7.6%.  

• NCB-Samba Merger: The $15.6 billion merger between the National 

Commercial Bank (NCB) and Samba Financial Group will alter the bank loan 

landscape of Saudi Arabia. The new entity will control 30% of the market and 
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have assets of $210 billion, making it the third-largest lender in the GCC 

behind Qatar National Bank and First Abu Dhabi Bank. Government entities 

own 64% of NCB and 50% of Samba. Vision 2030 sees the financial industry 

as the lynchpin of the Kingdom’s economy. 

o Further Mergers: Analysts expect a wave of further consolidation as 

coronavirus constraints foster leaner and more 

competitive operations.  

• Defense: 

o Armored Vehicles: The government-owned General Authority for 

Military Industries (GAMI) has signed a deal to manufacture “Dahna” 

armored vehicles in the Kingdom. The Kingdom plans for GAMI to 

account for 50% of military spending.   

• Medical: 

o Production Localization: The Saudi Shura Council Health 

Committee is pressing the Kingdom’s Food and Drug Authority to 

localize the production of medical supplies and devices.   

• Food and Water: 

o Bottled Water Exports: Exports of bottled water, previously banned 

in 2011, have again been permitted. Licenses must be obtained from 

the Ministry of Environment, Water and Agriculture (MEWA), the 

Saudi Food and Drug Authority (SFDA), and the Ministry of Industry 

and Mineral Resources.  

• Tourism: 

o Diriyah Megaproject: Saudi Arabia is pushing ahead with the $20 

billion “Diriyah Gate” tourism and cultural megaproject near Riyadh.  

o Qiddiya Megaproject: SR10 billion in contracts have been awarded 

to build the Qiddiya entertainment and sports megaproject in Riyadh. 

As with Diriyah Gate, Qiddiya is a Public Investment Fund (PIF) 
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funded initiative to diversify the Kingdom’s economy under Vision 

2030.  

• Oil: Prices stand on July 6 at $44.28 pbb for Saudi oil (Arab Light) and 

$40.46 pbb for West Texas Intermediate. 

o Aramco: The CEO of Aramco stated the oil industry is on the path to 

recovery, and “the worst is behind us.”   

 

GCC 

• UAE:  

o Government Restructuring: The UAE has announced a broad 

restructuring of its government, including merging various government 

entities, closing service centers and digitizing their operations, and 

appointing new economy and industry ministers.  

o Entry Permits: Abu Dhabi residents may enter the emirate if they test 

negative for coronavirus within 48 hours.   

• Qatar:  

o Lifting Restrictions: Qatar’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

implemented phase two of its reopening plan on July 1, allowing 

commercial activities to resume in malls, among other measures. 

Private sector working hour limits were also removed.   

• Kuwait:  

o Expatriate Quotas: Kuwait’s National Assembly has further greenlit a 

law limiting the country’s expatriate numbers to 15% of the population. 

If enacted, the law would see 800,000 expatriate residents leave.   

• Bahrain: 
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o Causeway reopening: The King Fahd Causeway linking Saudi 

Arabia with Bahrain will reportedly reopen July 27. S&P Global 

Ratings predicts Bahrain’s economy will contract 5% this year. 

• Oman:  

o Violations: Oman announced heavy fines for violating coronavirus 

precautionary regulations.    

 

Geopolitical 

• UAE UN Security Council Seat: Saudi Arabia is backing the UAE’s efforts to 

obtain a non-permanent UN Security Council seat.   

• Iran: An explosion in an Iranian missile development complex comes amidst 

an announcement that Saudi Arabia and the US will cooperate to reduce 

Iranian arms exports.    

 

Other 

• Miscellaneous: For earlier developments, see here.  

• Meeting of Intellectuals: Saudi Arabia’s Literature, Publishing and 

Translation Commission is hosting a series of virtual meetings of prominent 

Arab intellectuals from July 5-18.  

• PMU-UNESCO Partnership: The Prince Mohammad bin Fahd University 

(PMU) signed a partnership agreement with UNESCO to cooperate on 

research, education, and youth development. 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Resources 

• Previous newsletters 

• Force Majeure 

• Ministry of Health dashboard 

• Chamber of Commerce Global Policy Dashboard 

• Ministry of Investment Guide to Business Continuity 

• US Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

• US State Department travel information 

 

 

   

 

 

We will be happy to provide more specific advice in the context of particular 
circumstances, concerns, and priorities; please let us know. 
 

Christopher H. Johnson, Managing Attorney  

 

 

Disclaimer: While the above information was gathered from sources believed to be 
accurate at the time, we cannot be responsible for errors due to human or technical error.  
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